Write the word here: 

Which part of the word makes it hard to spell? ______________________
Why does that part make the word tricky? ______________________
_________________________________________________________________

Picture the word in your head.

☐ Imagine the letters in the word.
☐ Picture the hardest part of the word.
☐ Remember the hard part by making it stand out in your imagination. Try making it jump, glow, wiggle, or anything you’ll remember.

How many short letters do you see in the word? ______________________
How many tall letters? ______________________
How many vowels? ______________________
How many sounds do you hear? _____________
Want more visual sight word practice? Click here to purchase my 100+ page Picture & Label Sight Word Pack.

Picture & Label Sight Word Practice
A packet of resources to help kids practice sight words through visualization, repetition, creative thinking and fun!

Words are from the 101-200 Fry list.
*Great for differentiation and homework!

"Picture Your Sight Words" Activity Sheets
- Practice sight words by creating a drawing around the word to match each phrase/sentence. (If kids incorporate the shape of the word into the drawing it can help them store it in their visual memory.)
- Trace sight words around the border of the picture for repetition.
- Color the letters that represent each sound in the word to provide another visual cue, and to highlight phonetic spelling.

Phrase Labels
- For more sight word practice, label objects around your classroom or home. Kids have fun thinking creatively about objects that would fit each label.
- Just cut, tape and stick!

Extras...
- A blank pretest sheet to help you determine which words to review.
- A cover page: In case you’d like to bind pages together to create a sight word activity journal. (Kids can draw themselves below the thought bubble to personalize!)
- More practice: Copy the sheet with additional practice ideas on the back side of any activity page. *Handy for especially tricky words.
- Just for fun: Word search review pages for each section of sight words.
Sight Word Phrase Labels

- Over something big
- Makes a funny sound
- The only one
Spelling Practice
For Visual Learners

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT ME.
I’D LOVE TO HEAR HOW YOU’RE USING MY PRODUCTS!

Erin Wing
www.homeliteracyblueprint.com
www.erinwing.com
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Erin-Wing

Also find me here…
Facebook, Twitter & Pinterest
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